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Application Layer Forward Error Correction for Mobile Multimedia

Broadcasting

Thomas Stockhammer, Amin Shokrollahi, Mark Watson, Michael Luby, Tiago Gasiba

Abstract

Application Layer Forward Error Correction (AL-FEC) is an innovative way to provide reliability in
mobile broadcast systems. Conventional data such as multimedia files or multimedia streams are extended
with repair information which can be used to recover lost data at the receiver. AL-FEC is integrated into
content delivery protocols (CDPs) to support reliable delivery. Several standardization committees such as
3GPP and DVB have recognized the importance of AL-FEC and have standardized Raptor codes as the
most powerful AL-FEC codes to be used for such applications. The major characteristics of Raptor codes
are channel efficiency, low-complexity, and flexibility. An important consideration when using AL-FEC is
system integration. With the right system design including AL-FEC, the efficiency and/or quality of delivery
services can be significantly enhanced. This work shows these benefits in selected use cases, specifically
focusing on 3G based multimedia broadcasting within the MBMS standard.

I. INTRODUCTION

The primary objective of Mobile TV is to bring TV-like services to mobile phones. However,
handheld devices in use today differ significantly from traditional TV equipment. For example,
mobile phones integrate two-way communication network connections and flexible operating systems
as well as powerful hardware platforms which enables the use of smart and powerful software
applications and tools. With these valuable additions, mobile TV users can enjoy personalized and
interactive TV with content specifically adapted to the mobile medium. In addition to traditional
live TV channels, mobile TV delivers a variety of services including video-on-demand and video
downloading services, and the content may delivered to a mobile user either on-demand or by
subscription.

From a delivery perspective there are to date two different approaches to delivering mobile TV
services. It is noteworthy that currently more than 90% of commercially deployed Mobile TV
services run over two-way cellular network such as UMTS, CDMA2000, WiMAX, or extensions of
those. However, more recently, unidirectional broadcast technologies such as DVB-H, DMB/DAB
and MediaFLO are attracting significant attention. Furthermore, two-way cellular networks are cur-
rently being extended with IP multicast transport, e.g., with 3GPP Multimedia Broadcast/Multicast
Services (MBMS) or 3GPP2 BroadCast MultiCast Services (BCMCS), which provide the possibility
to distribute IP multicast data over point-to-multipoint radio bearers and therefore increase efficiency
and allow delivery of more revenue-generating services.

The increasing demand of mobile users for multimedia information in many different application
scenarios leads to significant challenges. End users having experience with TV-grade video signals
also expect high quality from mobile applications. Furthermore, network and service operators
expect high efficiency and low costs in terms of infrastructure and hardware, while still providing
the highest customer satisfaction. Whereas personalized services can be handled by improving
point-to-point distribution, popular content requires more efficient broadcast distribution. However,
the reliable delivery of large files in podcasting or clipcasting-like service or simultaneous live
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video broadcasting to many users over unreliable and bandwidth-limited networks is an extremely
challenging task.

Many of the challenges arise on the physical and medium access control layers. However, there is
a general tendency to reuse as much as possible of the existing network infrastructure to avoid huge
initial investments. For example, DVB-H relies heavily on DVB-T infrastructure, and 3GPP MBMS
reuses existing signal processing and network infrastructure from point-to-point UMTS. Therefore,
the optimization potentials on the layer below IP are limited and IP multicast transmission is in
general neither reliable nor completely optimized. Therefore, content delivery protocols (CDPs)
play an important role in the successful service delivery over wireless and mobile channels via IP
multicast.

A full specification of a CDP usually consists of a collection of different tools. Many commercial
standards bodies look first for standardized protocols in the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF).
The IETF has defined protocols which provide delivery of files or streaming content to many users,
and these have become important components in commercial standards. The most popular protocol
for file delivery over IP multicast is the File Delivery over Unidirectional Transport (FLUTE)
protocol [1]. The IETF is in the process of specifying a similar framework for the delivery of
streaming media [2]. In both frameworks, the integration of application layer forward error correction
(AL-FEC) [3], [4] is the primary technology used to overcome IP packet losses for the provisioning
of a reliable service. The guidelines on how to use AL-FEC to provide support for reliable delivery
of content within the context of a CDP are provided in [3]. The IETF is in the process of defining
several AL-FEC schemes, e.g. [5], whereby especially Raptor codes [6] have been selected in
different CDP definitions recently by commercial standards. For a detailed description on Raptor
codes we refer to [7], but a summary of the codes can be found along with some implementation
details and performance results are provided in Section II.

3GPP MBMS uses IETF standardized protocols, including the Raptor code, for streaming and
file delivery. MBMS extends the existing architecture by the introduction of an MBMS Bearer
Service and MBMS User Services [8]. The former is provided by the packet-switched domain to
deliver IP multicast datagrams to multiple receivers using minimum radio and network resources.
The Bearer service re-uses many existing components of the UMTS system such as radio access
including physical layer coding based on Turbo codes. The end user is provided with two MBMS
user services [9], download delivery for reliable multicasting of files as well as streaming delivery
for real-time multicasting of multimedia streams. Those two services make use of different CDPs.
The end-point of the CDP on the network side is a new architectural component, the Broadcast
Multicast Service Center (BM-SC). It provides the MBMS User Services to the User Equipment
(UE). Both delivery methods in MBMS mandate that the UE supports Raptor codes. We discuss
the integration of AL-FEC into the two delivery methods and provide an overview over the MBMS
system as an exemplary multimedia broadcast system in Section III.

The assessment of mobile multimedia broadcasting services is quite complex. This is especially
the case because features which can provide reliability are separated in the overall protocol stack,
for example physical layer forward error correction (PHY-FEC), power control, and AL-FEC. Also,
mobility aspects are fairly complex to handle as long-term signal variations significantly influence
the performance of a system. Furthermore, the criteria for performance evaluation are quite different
for different services. Whereas file delivery services usually have relaxed timing constraints, for real-
time streaming delivery and live Mobile TV aspects such as delay, latency, or channel switching
times are very important. Therefore, in Section IV we introduce a realistic system level approach that
allows assessing the performance of mobile multimedia broadcast applications. Selected simulation
results for different services are discussed in Section V. These show the benefits of AL-FEC in
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mobile broadcasting services. Some discussions and optimization potentials are presented. The final
section summarizes our results and provides further conclusions.

II. STANDARDIZED RAPTOR CODE

Raptor codes were introduced by Shokrollahi in 2001 [10] and and a comprehensive overview is
provided in [7]. They are an extension of LT-codes, introduced by Luby [11]. Raptor codes have been
standardized to address the needs of compliant implementations in many different environments for
efficiently disseminating data over a broadcast network. The major standardization work has been
done in 3GPP and the standardized Raptor specification is provided in the MBMS specification [9,
Annex B], which is identical to the Raptor specification in [6] and [12, Annex B]. Raptor codes
provide improved system reliability, while also enabling a large degree of freedom in the choice
of transmission parameters. Raptor codes arefountain codes; therefore, as many encoding symbols
as desired can be generated by the encoder on-the-fly from the source symbols of a source block
of data. The decoder is able to recover the source block from any set of encoding symbols only
slightly more in number than the number of source symbols. As a result, Raptor codes operates very
closely to an ideal fountain code which would require only exactly the number of source symbols
for recovery.

The following subsections are designed to familiarize the reader with the main concepts behind
Raptor codes, their operational use, and efficient encoding and decoding algorithms. To fix notation,
we assume that we send a piece of content consisting ofk symbolsover an unreliable channel in
which symbols may get lost. In our context a symbol is a collection of bits; it can be as small as
one bit, or as large as a transmission packet over the Internet. We denote the vector of symbols by
x = (x1, x2, . . . , xk), and we assume that all the symbols in this vector have the same size (in bits).
We call vectorx the source block, thevector of source symbols, or simply thesource symbols.The
encoding procedures we outline below use the simple procedure ofXORon the symbols; the XOR
of two symbolsxi and xj is a symbol whoseℓth bit is the XOR of theℓth bit of xi and theℓth
bit of xj , respectively. We denote the XOR ofxi and xj by xi ⊕ xj . If a is in GF(2), then we
denote byax the symbol in which theℓth bit is the binary AND ofa and theℓth bit of x. Using
this notation, ifa1, . . . , ak are elements ofGF(2), then the expression⊕k

i=1
aixi is a well-defined

symbol.

A. Fountain Codes

Fountain codes are a novel and innovative class of codes designed for transmission of data
over time varying and unknown erasure channels. They were first mentioned without an explicit
construction in [13], and the first efficient construction was invented by Luby [14]. A fountain code
designed fork source symbols is specified by a probability distributionD on the set of binary strings
of length k. Operationally, a fountain code can produce from the vectorx a potentially limitless
stream of symbolsy1, y2, y3, . . ., calledoutput symbols, satisfying several fundamental properties:

1) Each output symbol can be generated according to the following probabilistic process: the
distributionD is sampled to yield a vector(a1, . . . , ak), and the value of the output symbol
is set to be⊕k

i=1
aixi. This process is referred to asencoding, and the vector(a1, . . . , ak) is

called themaskcorresponding to the output symbol.
2) The output symbols can be independently generated.
3) The source symbols can be recovered from any set ofn output symbols, with high probability.

The recovery process is usually calleddecoding, and the numbern/k−1 is called theoverhead
of the decoder. The probability that the decoder fails is called theerror probability of the code.
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The third condition shows that fountain codes are robust against erasures, since only the number of
received output symbols is important for decoding. Different fountain codes differ in terms of their
overhead for a given error probability. But they also differ in terms of the computational efficiency
of the encoding and decoding processes. To fix notation, we call the expected number of XORs
that is required to produce an output symbol theencoding costof a fountain code. The expected
number of XORs required to decode the source symbols from the received output symbols is called
thedecoding cost. In terms of the computational complexity the best type of fountain codes one can
envision have a constant encoding cost (independent ofk), and a decoding cost which grows linearly
with k. As a caveat, we would like to mention that considering the computational complexity in
isolation does not make much sense; generally one has to look at all the parameters of a fountain
code, i.e., overhead, computational complexity, and the error probability of the decoder. We briefly
elaborate on this issue later when comparing LT-codes and Raptor codes.

In operation the output symbols need to contain indications that allow the receiver to recover the
mask of each of these symbols. This is accomplished by equipping output symbols with Encoding
Symbol ID’s (ESI’s). In the standardized Raptor code, an ESI is a 16-bit integer which facilitates
the creation of the mask associated to an output symbol. Details are described in [9].

The conceptually simplest form of decoding a fountain code is the following: the receiver recovers
for every received symbolyi its corresponding mask(ai1, . . . , aik), and sets up the following system
of linear equations:
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In effect, all decoding methods for fountain codes try to solve this system of equations, either
implicitly or explicitly. The task of the code designer is to design the fountain code in such a way
that a particular (low-complexity) decoding algorithm performs very well. The following subsections
give examples of such codes.

B. LT-Codes

LT-codes, invented by Luby [11], are the first realization of fountain codes. LT-code exhibit
excellent overhead and error probability properties. For LT-codes the probability distributionD has
a particular form which we describe by outlining its sampling procedure. At the heart of LT-codes
is a probability distributionΩ on the integers1, . . . , k. This distribution is often called theweightor
degreedistribution of the LT-code. To create an output symbol, the following procedure is applied:

1) Sample fromΩ to obtain an integerw ∈ {1, . . . , k}. The numberw is called theweight or
degreeof the output symbol.

2) Choose a binary vector(a1, . . . , ak) of Hamming weightw uniformly at random.
3) Set the value of the output symbol to⊕k

i=1
aixi.

An LT-code as described above is determined by its parameters(k, Ω). As outlined above, the output
symbol is given an ESI which enables the recreation of its mask.

As with other fountain codes, LT-codes can be decoded by solving the system (1). However, in
many applications, straightforward solution of this system using, e.g., a naive Gaussian elimination,
is prohibitively expensive. It is therefore imperative to employ faster elimination algorithms, and
design the distributionΩ such that these decoding algorithms have low overhead while maintaining
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y1 = x2 ⊕ x3

y2 = x1 ⊕ x4 ⊕ x6

y3 = x1 ⊕ x3

y4 = x2 ⊕ x5

y5 = x5

y6 = x1 ⊕ x4 ⊕ x5

y7 = x2 ⊕ x3 ⊕ x6

x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 x6

y1 y2 y3 y4 y5 y6 y7

yi xi

5 5
4 2
1 3
3 1
6 4
2 6

Fig. 1. Toy example of an LT-code. The collected output symbols are shown on the left. In the middle part, these symbols are
transformed into a graph. The array on the right side gives a “mini-schedule” for recovering the source symbols: output symboly5

recoversx5; thereafter,y4 recoversx2, y1 recoversx3, etc.

stringent bounds on their error probabilities. One of the simplest elimination algorithm one can
envision is the greedy one. We describe it using a graph terminology.

Upon reception of output symbolsy1, . . . , yn, we arrange them in a bipartite graph with the output
symbols forming one side, and the source symbolsx1, . . . , xk the other side. We connect an output
symboly to all the input symbols of whichy is the XOR. So, if for exampley = x1 ⊕x5 ⊕x9, we
connecty to the source symbolsx1, x5, andx9.

The decoding algorithm is a modification of the one presented in [15] and proceeds in rounds.
At each round, we search for an output symbol of degree one, and copy its value into the value
of its unique neighbor among the source symbols. We then XOR the value of the newly found
source symbol into all the neighbors of the source symbol among the output symbols, and delete
all edges emanating from the source symbol. We continue the procedure until we cannot find an
output symbol of degree one. If at this point not all the source symbols are recovered, then we
declare a decoding error.

In applications it is often advantageous to not perform the XOR operations in this algorithm
immediately. Instead, one would use the decoding algorithm outlined to create a “schedule” (as
proposed in [9, Annex C]) which stores the order in which the XORs are performed. Such a
schedule has a number of advantages. For example, when interleaving is used to create multiple
symbols with the same mask to be packed into a transmission packet, scheduling needs to be done
only once, amortizing the cost of scheduling over the interleaving depth.

Figure 1 provides a toy example of an LT-code giving its associated graph, and a schedule which
provides an algorithm for recovering the source symbols from the received output symbols.

It is by no means certain that the greedy decoding algorithm succeeds. In fact, in a well-defined
sense, almost all choices for the distributionΩ would lead to algorithms with very large error
probabilities even with large overheads. It can be very easily seen that if the decoding algorithm is
to have an error probability that decays inversely proportional tok, then the encoding cost associated
with the distributionΩ has to be of the orderO(log(k)) [7], [11], and the average decoding cost of
a successful algorithm is of the orderO(k log(k)). It is remarkable that this bound can be matched
with a specific design, called the “robust soliton distribution”, which asymptotically guarantees small
error probabilities with an overhead of the orderO(log2(k)/

√
k) [11].
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y1 = x1

y2 = x1 ⊕ x5

y3 = x1 ⊕ x3 ⊕ x4

y4 = x1 ⊕ x3 ⊕ x4 ⊕ x6

y5 = x4 ⊕ z2

y6 = x5 ⊕ z2

y7 = x4 ⊕ x5 ⊕ x6 ⊕ z1

0 = x1 ⊕ x3 ⊕ x4 ⊕ x6 ⊕ z1

0 = x1 ⊕ x2 ⊕ x4 ⊕ x5 ⊕ x6 ⊕ z2

x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 x6 z1 z2

y1 y2 y3 y4 y5 y6 y7

x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 x6 z1 z2

y1 y2 y3 y4 y5 y6 y7 0 0

Fig. 2. Toy example of a Raptor code. The received output symbols are shown on the left, together with the relations among the
input symbols dictated by the precode. The top graph is the one between the dynamic output symbols and the input symbols. The
input symbols are divided into the source symbolsx1, . . . , x6 and the redundant symbolsz1, z2. As can be seen, nodex2 is not
covered and cannot be recovered. In the lower graph the static output symbols are added to the graph. The nodex2 is covered now.

C. Nonsystematic Raptor Codes

Despite the excellent performance of LT-codes, it is not possible to give a construction with
constant encoding and linear decoding cost without sacrificing the error probability. In fact, a simple
analysis shows that to obtain constant encoding cost with reasonable overheads, the error probability
has to be constant as well.

An extension of LT-codes, Raptor codes are a class of fountain codes with constant encoding
and linear decoding cost. Compared to LT-codes, they achieve their computational superiority at
the expense of an asymptotically higher overhead, although in most practical settings Raptor codes
outperform LT-codes in every aspect. In fact, for constant overheadε one can construct families of
Raptor codes with encoding costO(log(1/ε)), decoding costO(k log(1/ε)), and a decoding error
probability that asymptotically decays inversely polynomial ink [7].

Raptor codes achieve their performance using a simple idea: the sourcex is precodedusing a
linear codeC of dimensionk and block-lengthm. The encoding ofx with C produces a vectorz =
(z1, . . . , zm) of symbols calledinput symbols. Often a systematic encoding is used forC, in which
casez = (x1, . . . , xk, z1, . . . , zm−k), wherez1, . . . , zm−k are redundant symbols. A suitably chosen
LT-code of type(m, Ω) is then applied toz to create output symbolsy1, y2, . . .. The characterization
of a Raptor code can be determined by its parameters(C, k, Ω).

A toy example of a Raptor code is provided in Figure 2. In this example the check matrix of the
precodeC is equal to

H =

(

1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0
1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1

)

.

Note that LT-codes form a special subclass of Raptor codes: for these codes the precodeC is
trivial. At the other extreme there are theprecode-only(PCO) codes [7] for which the degree
distributionΩ is trivial (it assigns a probability of 1 to weight 1, and zero probability to all other
weights). All Raptor codes in use are somewhere between these two extremes: they have a nontrivial
(high-rate) precode, and they have an intricate (though low-weight) degree distribution.
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Raptor codes can be decoded in a variety of ways. The conceptually simplest decoder sets up a

system of linear equations and solves the system using Gaussian elimination. The system to set up
has the following shape: suppose that the codeC has a check matrixH with m columns andm−k
rows. Moreover, suppose that each collected output symbolyi has mask(ai1, . . . , ami), recovered
using the ESI of the output symbol. In addition, let(z1, . . . , zm) denote the input symbols of the
LT-code. Recovering these input symbols is tantamount to the recovery of the source symbols. (This
is obvious ifC is systematic, and is very easy to see in general as well.) The input symbols can be
recovered by solving the system of linear equations
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. (2)

One can employ the Gaussian elimination algorithm to decode. This decoder is optimal as far as
the success of the recovery procedure is concerned: decoding (by means ofany algorithm) fails if
and only if the Gaussian elimination decoder fails. However, the running time of this decoder is
prohibitively large.

A different decoder with much lower complexity operates in the same manner as the greedy
algorithm for LT-codes: The matrix in (2) is interpreted as the connection matrix between them
input symbols, andn + m− k output symbols. There aren dynamicoutput symbols corresponding
to the collected output symbols. The lastm − k static output symbols correspond to the precode,
and the values of these symbols are set to zero. The greedy algorithm of Section II-B can be applied
to this graph to recover the values of the input symbols. A modification of this algorithm has been
completely analyzed in [7] and designs have been presented which show that the failure probability
of the algorithm is very small even for small overheads, ifk is in the range of tens of thousands.

The superior computational performance of the greedy decoding algorithm comes at the expense
of large overheads for small values ofk. This can be explained by the fact that for smallk the
variance of the decoding process is too large compared tok, and hence decoding fails more often
than for largek. It seems hard to be able to control the variance for small values ofk. To remedy
this situation, a different decoding algorithm has been devised [16]. Calledinactivation decoder,
this decoder combines the optimality of Gaussian elimination with the efficiency of the greedy
algorithm.

Inactivation decoding is useful in conjunction with the scheduling process alluded to in Section II-
B and outlined in [9, Annex C]. The basic idea of inactivation decoding is to declare an input symbol
as inactivatedwhenever the greedy algorithm fails to find an output symbol (dynamic or static) of
weight 1. As far as the algorithm is concerned, the inactivated symbol is treated as decoded, and the
decoding process continues. The values of the inactivated input symbols are recovered at the end
using Gaussian elimination on a matrix in which the number of rows and columns are roughly equal
to the number of inactivations. One can view Gaussian elimination as a special case of inactivation
decoding in which inactivation is done at every step. Successful decoding via the greedy algorithm
is also a special case: here the number of inactivations is zero.

If the number of inactivations is small, then the performance of the algorithm does not differ too
much from that of the greedy algorithm; at the same time, it is easy to show that the algorithm is
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optimal in the same sense as Gaussian elimination.

The design problem for Raptor codes of small length which do not exhibit a large number of
inactivations is tough, but solvable to a large degree. An application of the theoretical tools used
for such a design is the standardized Raptor code which is discussed in the next section, along with
a description of the systematic version of these codes.

D. The Systematic Standardized Raptor Code

In a variety of applications it is imperative to have the source symbols as part of the transmission.
A systematic fountain code is a fountain code which, in addition to the three conditions given in
Section II-A satisfies the following properties:

1) The original source symbols are within the stream of transmitted output symbols. The output
symbols not belonging to the set of source symbols are calledrepair symbols.

2) For all 0 ≤ ℓ ≤ m all the source symbols can be recovered from any set ofℓ of the source
symbols and any set ofn − ℓ repair symbols, with high probability.

The straightforward idea of sending the source symbols alongside the normal output symbols of
a nonsystematic Raptor code fails miserably. This is because there is large discrepancy between
the statistics of the source symbols and that of the repair symbols. Instead, what is needed is a
method which makes the source symbols indistinguishable from the other output symbols. With
such a method, the distinction between the two disappears, and it does not matter which portion of
the received symbols is source.

Such a method has been outlined in [7] and in [17]. The main idea behind the method is the
following: we start with a nonsystematic Raptor code, and generatek output symbols. We then
run the scheduling algorithm to see whether it is possible to decode the input symbols using these
output symbols. If so, then we identify these output symbols with the source symbols, and decode to
obtain a set ofm intermediate symbols.The repair symbols are then created from the intermediate
symbols using the normal encoding process for Raptor codes.

An example of a systematic Raptor code together with its encoding procedure is provided in
Figure 3.

The crux of this method is the first step in whichk output symbols need be found which
are “decodable.” This corresponds to decoding with zero overhead. A variety of methods can be
employed to do this. The output symbols generated by these methods differ in terms of the error
probability and complexity of the decoder. The computations corresponding to these symbols can be
done offline, and the best set of output symbols can be kept for repeated use. What is then needed
is an efficient method to re-produce these output symbols from a short advice, for example a 16-bit
integer. The standardized Raptor code [9, Annex B] does exactly this, and provides for any length
k between 1 and 8192 a 16-bit integer, and a procedure to produce thek output symbols from this
integer.

Figure 4 gives a brief description of the standardized Raptor code in terms of the precode and
the probability distributionΩ.

E. Performance of Standardized Raptor Codes

Several aspects need to be considered in the assessment of the power of Raptor codes. These
include coding performance, complexity (especially at the decoder), and the flexibility to different
use cases. A reasonable insight is obtained by comparing the standardized Raptor code to an ideal
fountain code. An ideal fountain code has the property that for any numberk of source symbols
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z1 = x1

z5 = x2 ⊕ z1

z8 = x6 ⊕ z5

z4 = x5 ⊕ z8

z3 = x3 ⊕ z1 ⊕ z4

z6 = x4 ⊕ z1 ⊕ z3 ⊕ z4

z2 = s2 ⊕ z1 ⊕ z4 ⊕ z5 ⊕ z6 ⊕ z8

z7 = s1 ⊕ z3 ⊕ z4 ⊕ z6

y1 = z2 ⊕ z4 ⊕ z5 ⊕ z7

y2 = z2 ⊕ z3 ⊕ z6

y3 = z3 ⊕ z5 ⊕ z8

z1 z2 z3 z4 z5 z6 z7 z8

x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 x6 s1 s2

z1 z2 z3 z4 z5 z6 z7 z8

x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 x6 y1 y2 y3

Fig. 3. Toy example of a systematic Raptor code. The source symbols arex1, . . . , x6. The nodes with labelss1, s2 are obtained
from the relations dictated by the precode, and their values are 0. In a first step, the intermediate symbolsz1, . . . , z8 are obtained
from the source symbols by applying a decoder. The sequence of operations leading to thezi is given on the left. Then the output
symbols are generated from these intermediate symbols. Examples for three output symbolsy1, y2, y3 are provided. Note that by
construction thexi are also XORs of thosezi to which they are connected.

1L

1H

0

i Ωi

1 0.00971
2 0.4580
3 0.2100
4 0.1130

10 0.1110
11 0.0797
40 0.0156

Fig. 4. The check matrix of the precode and the LT-degree distributionΩ for the standardized Raptor code. The check matrix
consistsL +H rows, whereL is the smallest prime greater than or equal toX + ⌈0.01k⌉ whereX is the smallest integer such that
X(X −1) ≥ 2k. H is the smallest integer such that

`

H
⌈H/2⌉

´

≥ L+k. The check matrix is composed of anL× (k+L+H) matrix
consisting of block-circulant matrices of row-weight3, and block sizeL, anL×L-identity matrix1L, and anL×H-matrix consisting
of zeros. The last circulant matrix appearing before the identity matrix may need to be truncated. The lowerH× (k+L+H)-matrix
consists of binary vectors of lengthH and weight⌈H/2⌉ written in the ordering given by a binary reflected Gray code, followed by
an H × H-identity matrix1H . The distributionΩ for the LT-code is given on the right.Ωi is the probability of picking the integer
i.
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it can create any numberm of repair symbols with the property thatany combination ofk of the
k + m source and repair symbols is sufficient for the recovery of thek source symbols. Thus, an
ideal fountain code has zero reception overhead: the number of received symbols needed to decode
the source symbols is exactly the number of source symbols independent of which symbols are
received. Simulation results for Raptor codes provided for example in [18], [19] show that Raptor
codes have reception overhead very close to ideal fountain codes.

For a file delivery session using AL-FEC, thetransmission overheadis defined as100∗(N/K−1),
whereN is the number of encoding packets transmitted in the file delivery session andK is the
number of source packets in the original file (all packets are equal size). Thus, the transmission
overhead is the amount of repair data sent for the file delivery measured as a percent of the file
size. During the standardization phase of MBMS, 3GPP extensively tested different alternatives to
provide reliability for download delivery in 3GPP systems and measured transmission overheads.
An exemplary result is provided in Figure 5: which shows the decoding failure probability versus
transmission overhead when transmitting a 3MByte file encoded with the Raptor code over a
MBMS UMTS bearer at different link layer loss ratesp compared to an ideal fountain code. The
recommended parameter settings according to [9] have been used. It is clear from the results that
for these conditions the Raptor codes perform basically as good as ideal fountain codes for all loss
rates. It is worth noting that the encoding symbol loss rates in general are higher than the link layer
loss rates as the mapping of IP-packets to link layer packets is in general not aligned.

p = 3 0 %p = 2 0 %p = 1 5 %p = 1 0 %
p = 5 %p = 1 % I d e a l C o d eR a p t o r C o d e

Fig. 5. Failure probability versus transmission overhead when transmitting a 3MByte file encoded with the Raptor code over a MBMS
UMTS bearer at different link layer unit loss ratesp compared to an ideal fountain code.

The performance of Raptor codes compared to an ideal fountain code has been investigated
further. The reception overhead performance of an AL-FEC code can be expressed by the decoding
failure probabilityPf (n, k) as a function of the source block sizek and the number of received
symbolsn. An interesting and quite powerful estimation for the reception overhead of standardized
Raptor codes has been determined as

Pf(n, k) =

{

1 if n < k,
0.85 × 0.567n−k if n ≥ k,

Figure 6 plots the failure probabilityPf(n, k) versusn− k, wheren− k is the reception overhead.
The figure also contains selected simulation results, which verify that the above reception overhead
performance estimate is quite accurate. An experiment has been carried out where 40% of the source
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datawas dropped randomly and then a random0.4k + (n − k) repair symbols have been chosen
and the decoding failure probability is evaluated. It is observed that for different values ofk, the
equation almost perfectly emulates the actual reception overhead performance. For the Raptor code
the failure probability forn ≥ k decreases exponentially with an increasing number of received
symbols. The increase is so fast, that for only about 12 additional symbols the failure probability is
0.1% and for 24 additional symbols the failure probability is0.0001%. For a typical source block
sizes ofk ≥ 1000 symbols then the overhead for a0.1% failure probability is below1.2% and the
overhead for a0.0001% failure probability is below2.4%.

Fig. 6. Raptor source block loss rate for different source block size k, reception overheadn − k, and symbol loss rate 40%.

The average reception overhead of an erasure code,ε, is the average amount of additional data
necessary to recover a source block. In a practical scenario, this would correspond to a receiver that
requests encoding symbols as long as decoding is not successful. Based on the functionPf (m, k),
the average reception overhead,ε, depending onk results in

ε(k) =
1

k

∞
∑

i=0

i (Pf(k + i − 1, k) − Pf(k + i, k)) =
0.85

k

∞
∑

i=0

i
(

0.567i−1 − 0.567i
)

=
0.85

(1 − 0.567)k
.

Thefinal expression is approximately2/k. Therefore, the number of additional symbols is on average
2, independent ofk. The average reception overhead decreases with increasingk, and for example
for typical values ofk ≥ 1000 it is at most 0.2%.

In terms of complexity, the standardized Raptor codes are quite attractive. The complexity has been
evaluated in the 3GPP MBMS standardization effort. For example, on a 206MHz ARM platform
decoding speeds of more than 25Mbps can be supported. Compared for example to Reed-Solomon
codes which operate on non-binary symbols the computational complexity of Raptor codes is orders
of magnitude less. Further advantages of the Raptor codes are that the complexity is linear in the size
of source data and the complexity remains linear for any packet loss rate. The memory requirements
for Raptor codes are also very attractive, as for both encoding and decoding only slightly more
memory is needed than the source block size.

III. M ULTIMEDIA DELIVERY SERVICES IN MBMS

A. MBMS Architecture

MBMS is a point-to-multipoint service in which data is transmitted from a single source entity to
multiple recipients. Transmitting the same data to multiple recipients allows network resources to
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be shared. The MBMS bearer service offers a Broadcast Mode and a Multicast Mode. The MBMS
architecture enables the efficient usage of radio-network and core-network resources, with an empha-
sis on radio interface efficiency. In the bearer plane, this service provides delivery of IP Multicast
datagrams to User Equipments (UEs). A new functional entity, the Broadcast Multicast Service
Center (BM-SC) provides a set of functions for MBMS User Services. The system architecture is
shown in Fig. 7.

Content
Provider

Content
Provider

Content
Provider

BM-SC
GGSN
SGSN

GERAN

UTRAN

MBMS
Receiver

MBMS
Receiver

Fig. 7. Simplified MBMS system architecture.

MBMS User Service architecture is based on an MBMS receiver on the UE side and a BM-SC
on the network side. Reception of an MBMS multicast service is enabled by different phases such
as subscription, joining, data transfer, and leaving. In this work we focus on the data transfer phase
exclusively. Furthermore, we concentrate on MBMS delivery over UTRAN and specifically focus
on the mobile radio efficiency.

B. MBMS Protocol Stack

MBMS defines two delivery methods - download and streaming delivery. MBMS delivery methods
make use of MBMS bearers for content delivery but may also use the associated delivery procedures
for quality reporting and file repair. A simplified MBMS protocol stack focusing on data delivery
aspects for streaming and download delivery is shown in Figure 8.

Streaming data such as video streams, audio programs or timed text are encapsulated in RTP and
then transported over the streaming delivery network. In this case, AL-FEC is applied on UDP flows,
either individually or on bundles of flows. The streaming framework provides significant flexibility
in terms of code rates, protection periods, etc. [9]. Discrete objects such as still images, multimedia
streams encapsulated in file formats, or other binary data are transported using the FLUTE protocol
(RFC 3926 [1]) when delivering content over MBMS bearers. In both delivery services the resulting
UDP flows are mapped to MBMS IP multicast bearers.

The MBMS Bearer services reuses most of the legacy UMTS protocol stack in the packet-switched
domain. Only minor modifications are introduced to support MBMS. The IP packets are processed in
the Packet Data Convergence Protocol (PDCP) layer where for example header compression might
be applied. In the Radio Link Control (RLC) the resulting PDCP- Protocol Data Units (PDUs),
generally of arbitrary length, are mapped to fixed length RLC-PDUs. The RLC layer operates in
unacknowledged mode as feedback links on the the radio access network are not available for
point-to-multipoint bearers. Functions provided at the RLC layer are for example segmentation
and reassembly, concatenation, padding, sequence numbering, reordering and out-of-sequence and
duplication detection. The Medium Access Control (MAC) layer maps and multiplexes the RLC-
PDUs to the transport channel and selects the transport format depending on the instantaneous
source rate. The MAC layer and physical layer appropriately adapt the RLC-PDU to the expected
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Fig. 8. MBMS protocol stack.

transmission conditions by applying, among others, channel coding, power and resource assignment,
and modulation.

C. MBMS Bearer Service over UMTS

The UMTS bearer provides services with different QoS which are fundamental to support the
MBMS broadcast mode. Radio bearers are specified among others by the data throughput, the data
transport format, PHY-FEC, rate matching, power allocation, and many other things. MBMS uses the
Multimedia Traffic Channel(MTCH), which enables point-to-multipoint distribution. This channel
is mapped to theForward Access Channel(FACH) which is finally mapped to theSecondary -
Common Control Physical ChannelS-CCPCH physical channel [20]. Among others, an MBMS
radio bearer is defined by the transport format size and number of transport blocks that are to
be protected by PHY-FEC at every transmission time interval (TTI). The TTI is transport-channel
specific and can be selected from the set{10 ms, 20 ms, 40 ms, 80 ms} for MBMS. Thereby, higher
values are accomplished by longer interleaving and/or longer codeword sizes of channel code, but
at the expense of higher latencies.

Refer again to Fig. 8. After RLC layer processing the resulting RLC/MAC blocks are mapped
into the transport blocks according to the specified radio bearer settings and a16 bit CRC is
appended. The resulting blocks might be concatenated and then further segmented into code blocks
such that the maximum length of a code block does not exceed5114 bits [21], [22]. This limitation
comes from the restrictions on complexity, memory and power consumptions of Turbo decoders in
handheld devices. After Turbo coding is applied, the resulting blocks are concatenated, interleaved
and eventually rate matching is performed such that the Turbo code rate,rinner, can be set in the



14TABLE I

BEARER PHYSICAL LAYER PARAMETERS

Channel bit rate SF bits per slot data bits per slot
120 kbps 64 80 72
240 kbps 32 160 152
480 kbps 16 320 312
960 kbps 8 640 632

range[1
3
; 1]. By repetition, even lower code rates thanrinner = 1

3
can be supported. The resulting

codeword is mapped to one or more transmission slots that are finally mapped into radio frames, as
shown in Fig. 9. A radio frame consists of 15 slots, whereby the number of bits per slot depends
on the applied spreading code. Finally, radio frames are transmitted every 10 ms using a chip-rate
of 3.84 Mcps and QPSK modulation.

 

Slot #0 Slot #1 Slot #i Slot #14 

Tslot = 2560 chips, 20*2k bits (k=0..6) 

Pilot 
 Npilot bits 

Data 
Ndata1 bits 

1 radio frame: Tf = 10 ms 

TFCI 
 NTFCI bits 

Fig. 9. Structure of the UMTS radio frame.

For interoperability and testing purpose a number of MBMS reference radio bearers have been
defined as a preferred configuration [23] for a specific data rate. The configurations define a single
default radio parameter set including Turbo code rates, transport format, transmission time interval,
symbol rate, etc. However, for our purposes to leave some flexibility in investigating the trade-off
between the Turbo code and the Raptor code we only fix a subset of parameters of selected MBMS
bearers in Table I. In contrast to specified bearers, we allow the Turbo code rate,rinner, to be adjusted
so that trade-offs between the Turbo code and the Raptor code can be analyzed. Note that MBMS
allows use of configurations other than those specified in [23], and in particular all configurations
we apply in the following fully comply with the specification.

To appropriately compare different settings, we specify an MBMS bearer not by its data rate at
the RLC layer, but instead by the symbol rate at the physical layer. The considered bearers with their
respective settings are provided in Table I. The variation of the Turbo code rate results in varying
RLC bit rates: higher Turbo code rates offer higher data rates but also result in higher RLC-PDU
loss rates, whereas lower Turbo code rates result in lower loss rates, but also offer higher RLC data
rates. A primary purpose is to investigate combinations of code rate settings for Raptor codes used
at the application layer and Turbo codes used at the physical layer that optimize the overall use of
the network.

At the receiver side, the inverse operations are applied. Specifically, if CRC for a transport block
fails after Turbo decoding, the block is considered erased. All correct data is delivered to the upper
layers. At the RLC layer, only correctly received RLC-SDUs (usually containing an entire IP packet)
are delivered to the higher layer. Therefore, any IP packet which is partly contained in an erroneous
transport block is lost and is not available at the receiver.

MBMS is generally applied in a multi-cellular environment. If the same MBMS services is offered
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synchronously in not just a single cell, but in an entire area, then the receiver performance especially
at cell edges can be improved. A mobile terminal can perform combining of different signals, either
on the physical layer in the form ofsoft combiningor on the RLC layer referred to asselective
combining. In these cases an MBMS UE listens to more than one Node-B signals simultaneously,
and for selective combining, it individually decodes the streams in the hope that for at least one
signal passes passes the CRC such that the correct RLC-PDU can be forwarded to the upper layer.
However, any combining scheme increases the complexity and costs of a receiver and therefore
might not be used in initial deployments of MBMS.

Mobile radio bearers can be configured in a quite flexible manner. For the IP multicast bearers in
MBMS, the parameters in Table I provide insight into the configuration. On top of this, as already
mentioned, also the Turbo code raterinner can be modified. The quality of such bearer configurations
can basically be evaluated by their supported bitrate on RLC layer and the observed RLC-PDU loss
rate. Whereas the bitrate is a transmitter configuration, e.g. a combination of the bearer parameter
in Table I and the Turbo code rate, the observed loss rate significantly depends on the position
and mobility of the user under investigation. Furthermore, the observation window for the loss rate
measurement is quite important in the interpretation of the loss rate. The long-term loss rates might
be quite different than those being observed over a shorter period.

With the use of Raptor codes, higher loss rates can be compensated by the transmission of
additional repair symbols, ensuring that all transmitted data that is useful for recovery of the original
source data. In this case a good measure for the overall network performance is the so called
goodput, defined as the supported bitrate multiplied by one minus the packet loss rate of the user
measured over some window of time. A goodput measurement represents the average received
amount of data over a window of time, and a sequence of goodput measurements can be continually
varying depending on the changing average loss rate within different windows of time. Variations of
goodput measurements depend not only on the transmitter configuration and the user mobility, but
also on the observation window for measuring the goodput: In general, the smaller the observation
window for measuring the goodput the higher the variance of the measured goodputs. Some selected
measurements of goodput distributions for different MBMS bearer settings are provided in Section V.

D. MBMS Download Delivery Service

To deliver a file1 in a broadcast session, FLUTE provides mechanisms to signal and map the
properties of a file to the Asynchronous Layered Coding (ALC) [24] protocol such that receivers
can assign these parameters to the received files. The file is partitioned in one or severalsource
blocks. Each source block consists ofk source symbols, each of lengthT except for the last source
symbol, which can be smaller. Both parametersT andk are signaled in the session setup and are
fixed for one session. For each source block, additional repair symbols can be generated by applying
Raptor encoding as explained in detail in Section II. Each encoding symbol, i.e. a source symbol or
a repair symbol, is assigned a unique encoding symbol ID (ESI) to identify the symbol and its type.
With respect to the symbol type, if the ESI is less thank then it is a source symbol, otherwise it
is a repair symbol. Let us denote the total number of encoding symbols to be transmitted asn and
define the resulting Raptor code rate asrouter , k/n. One or more encoding symbols of the same
type with consecutive ESIs are placed in each FLUTE packet payload. The source block number as
well as ESI of the first encoding symbol in the packet are signaled in the FLUTE header. FLUTE
packets are encapsulated in UDP and distributed over the IP multicast MBMS bearer.

1For simplicity we continue with the notion of a file in the following though the ALC/LCT concept uses the more general
terminology transport object.
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Receivers collect received FLUTE packets containing encoding symbols, and with the information

available in the packet headers and the file session setup, the structure of the source block can be
recovered. If no more encoding symbols generated from the source block are expected to be received,
the Raptor decoder attempts to recover the source block from all received encoding symbols. Due to
heterogeneous receiving conditions in a broadcast session, the amount as well as the set of received
encoding symbols differs among the receivers. If all source blocks belonging to the file are recovered
at a receiver, the entire file is recovered. If file recovery fails, a post-delivery repair phase might be
invoked. With the download delivery protocols in place, different services can now be realized.

Scheduled Distribution without Time-Limits:In a scheduled broadcast service, files are dis-
tributed once within a session and all users join the session at the very beginning. The costs of
such a service in mobile cellular systems is appropriately measured by the consumed resources on
the physical layer, which comprise of the bandwidth share, the transmit power, and duration of the
session. For simplicity, we consider the case of distributing a single file. Assuming that we fix the
bandwidth share, a suitable single measure for the costs associated to transmitter is the product of
the assigned transmit power for such services and the “on air time” for the distribution of the file.
The product results in the necessary energy,E, to distribute the file. Secondary aspects such as the
experienced “download time”, i.e., how long it takes to receive the file, are generally not essential
in this use case as it is assumed that the distribution is not time-critical.

In terms of user perception, file download delivery is to a large extent binary, i.e. for each user
the file is either fully recovered and the user is satisfied or the file is not fully recovered and the user
is unsatisfied. Clearly, not all users can always be satisfied, and file distribution services are usually
operated such that a certain percentage of users are satisfied. Unsatisfied users are not necessarily
excluded in the MBMS download service, and may rely on post-delivery methods to complete the
file recovery. We evaluate the necessary system resources in terms of the required energy to satisfy
at least a certain percentage of the user population in the MBMS service area. As a reasonable
number, the support of 95% of the user population is the objective.

Time-Constrained Distribution:In a second service scenario we consider scheduled distribution
with the additional constraint that files of a certain aggregate size need to be distributed within a
certain amount of time. For simplicity, we consider the case of distributing a single file. In this
case it is of interest to evaluate the radio resources required to transport a file of a certain size,
and/or the maximum size file that can be transmitted in a certain amount of time. In the latter case,
the ratio of the maximum supported file size and the allowable delivery duration also expresses the
maximum supported bitrate within the time and resource constraints.

An example for such as service is the following: Assume that a provider offers the possibility to
purchase a song which is played on a regular analog or digital radio program right after the song is
played. To enable this, the song is distributed via a download delivery bearer, for example within
an MBMS system, and is available to all users. The user can then select to purchase the song, i.e.
unlock it, or not. In this case the song must be delivered within the on-air time. For the case that
radio resources are restricted to a certain maximum, the efficiency of the system determines the
maximum bitrate of the compressed song which relates to the quality of the media stream.

Carousel Services:File delivery using carousel is a possibly time-unbounded file delivery
session in which a fixed set of files are delivered. Two types of carousel services are distinguished,
static and dynamic. Whereas the former delivers only fixed content within the file, in dynamic file
carousels individual files may change dynamically. When using FLUTE the file delivery carousel is
realized as content delivery session whereby file data tables and files are sent continuously during
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a possibly time-unbounded session. In case no AL-FEC is available, the data must be repeated. In
the case that the Raptor code is used, the data transmitted for a given file generally includes repair
symbols generated by Raptor encoding in addition to the original source symbols. In particular, file
reception time is minimized if symbols are never repeated until all 65,536 possible symbols (source
and repair) have been sent. With this, the fountain property of the Raptor codes can be optimally
exploited.

In terms of system configuration, the transmitter has only limited options, basically only the
transmit rate can be selected. However, of interest for the receiver is the amount of time it takes to
acquire the file. The objective is to minimize the time that it takes for a receiver to acquire all the files,
with a given probability, when joining the stream at some random time. Typically, the acquisition
times for 95% of the users is a reasonable measure, but in this case also the average reception
time provides an interesting service quality measure. The performance of carousel services and
also more advanced carousel services which allow Video-on-Demand-like services over broadcast
channels have for example been introduced in [25].

E. MBMS Streaming Delivery Service

Real-time MBMS streaming services mainly target classical Mobile TV services. For these
services the MBMS FEC streaming framework including the Raptor codes [2], [9] plays an important
role, see Figure 8. The FEC streaming framework operates on RTP packets or more precisely on
UDP flows, incoming on the same or different UDP ports. In video streaming applications, these
RTP packets generally include H.264 Network Abstraction Layer (NAL) [26] units and/or audio
packets. It has been proven beneficial to apply NAL unit fragmentation such that RTP packets do
not exceed the size of the underlying RLC frame size. As shown in Figure 8, the FEC streaming
framework is based on top of the UDP layer. The legacy RTP packets and the UDP port information
are used in order to generate Raptor repair symbols. Original UDP payloads become source packets
by appending a 3 byte FEC source payload ID field at the end of each UDP payload. These packets
are then UDP encapsulated and transported on the IP multicast bearer.

As shown in Figure 10 a copy of these packets is forwarded to the Raptor encoder and arranged
in a source block with row widthT bytes with each consecutive packet starting at the first empty
row. The source symbol starts at the beginning of a new row, but it is preceded by a 3-byte field
containing the UDP flow ID (1 byte) and the length field (2 bytes), both of which are part of the
source symbol. If the length of the packet plus the 3-byte field is not an integral multiple of the
symbol length then the remaining bytes in the last row are padded out with zero bytes. The source
block is filled up tok rows, where the value ofk is flexible and can be changed dynamically
for each consecutive source block. The selection ofk depends on the desired delay, the available
terminal memory and other service constraints.

After collecting all packets to be protected as a single source block, the Raptor encoder generates
n − k repair symbols of sizeT as described in Section II, where the selection ofn depends on
how much loss is to be protected against. The generated Raptor repair symbols can be transmitted
individually or as blocks of symbols in the payloads of UDP packets, called repair packets. Each
source and repair packet contains sufficient information such that a receiver can use Raptor decoding
to recover a source block if enough encoding symbols are received for that source block.

There are a large number of system parameters which can be adjusted to fulfill certain utility
functions. There are a significant number of options for resource and Quality-of-Service optimized
system configuration for an operator that runs Mobile TV services using MBMS. In terms ofsystem
resources, an operator can choose radio bearer configurations as discussed previously.
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Fig. 10. MBMS FEC streaming framework.

In addition to the radio parameters for the IP multicast bearer, within the streaming delivery
service, one can basically select the following parameters:

• The settings of the Raptor code parameters, mainly (i) the Raptor code rate,router , k/n, which
determines, together with the physical layer settings, the available bitrate for the application,
and (ii) the protection periodTPP which determines the efficiency of the code, but also influences
the end-to-end and tune-in delay.

• The video coding parameters, mainly determined by the bitrate and quality tradeoffQenc,
as well as the error-resilience and tune-in properties determined by the random access point
frequency, and in case of H.264/AVC determined by the instantaneous decoder refresh (IDR)
frame distanceTIDR.

The selection of the parameters should be such that the user satisfaction is maximized whereas
the usage of system resources is minimized. The target for an operator is user satisfaction for as
many users as possible in the serving area, whereby the environment as well as the user behavior
such as mobility also influences the reception quality.

In contrast to the download delivery service, the definition of user satisfaction is more complex
for mobile TV services. The service quality from the user perspective is mainly determined by the
video quality, whereby it is essential to understand that both, theerror-free video quality, Qenc,
as well as the degradation due to errors matter. A reasonable service quality is only achieved if
the encoded video has at least a certain encoded video qualityQenc,min and if errors only occur
infrequently, i.e. if thevideo quality degradation, Ddec, due to errors does not exceed a certain
valueDdec,max.

If only a single service is offered, the user perception might be slightly influenced by the tune-in
time, but this aspect is usually of less relevance. However, in case MBMS is used for Mobile TV
services with multiple channels, then an important service parameter is also the time how long it
takes to tune into a program or how long it takes to switch between different channels of the mobile
TV service. For our system configurations, tune-in and zapping times are identical and therefore
we focus on the notion of tune-in time,Ttune-in.
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IV. M BMS SYSTEM-LEVEL SIMULATION

A. Motivation

As discussed in Section III, mobile broadcast services just as any mobile multimedia service
allow for a significant amount of system parameter settings. However, in p-t-p transmission systems
the concept of Quality-of-Service (QoS) provision of the lower layers for the higher layers is quite
established and also reasonable as the quality on the lower layers can be controlled by frequent
feedback messages, adaptation to changing channel conditions, retransmissions, acquisition control,
or other means. Therefore, it is quite reasonable to optimize each layer individually, or at least it
is not necessary to do a full end-to-end and across layer evaluation and optimization. In contrast,
mobile broadcast systems do not provide any of these fast QoS control mechanisms. The overall
performance depends significantly on the settings on different layers, and efficient and optimized
parameter configurations in different layers can only be obtained by understanding the service
from end-to-end perspective and across all layers from the physical layer up to the media coding
layer. Mobile broadcast systems require cross-layer evaluation and optimization to fully exploit their
potentials.

In addition to the comprehensive end-to-end approach, user behavior and mobility primarily
resulting in varying channel conditions in various time scales need to be taken into account. As
in general many user consume a multimedia broadcast service in parallel, the heterogeneity of
the reception conditions of different users influences the service quality. To meet the requirements
and expectations of this rather complex system design, comprehensive end-to-end system level
simulations are necessary. We have taken this approach to motivate the benefits of Raptor codes
in mobile multimedia broadcast systems, specifically in MBMS. The basic concepts, the applied
simulation framework, as well individual components of the system level simulation are introduced
in more detail in the following.

B. Modeling and Simulation of MBMS IP Multicast Bearer

For the modeling of the IP multicast bearer a comprehensive approach on propagation, interfer-
ence, multiuser, physical layer, as well as protocol stack modeling is proposed. Figure 11 provides
insight into this approach. The simulator is composed of different modules which simulate and/or
model different components of the entire system. It is divided in two blocks, the mobile cellular
channel model and the radio protocol stack including the Turbo code. The cellular channel model
generates traces for the carrier, interference and noise present at the mobile terminal and also the
observed orthogonality factor (required to compute self-interference), with a resolution of 2 ms
and for as many asN different users with different random initial position, whereby each trace
corresponds to values captured over 10 minutes. The number of users in our case isN = 500.

These traces are generated for normalized transmit power and no spreading gain and are subse-
quently modified to obtain an effective SINR for each TTI by applying some appropriate combining,
referred to asEquivalent SNR Method based on Convex Metric(ECM), power assignment and
spreading code assignment. A resulting SINR is obtained for each TTI, which is converted to a
sequence of RLC-PDU loss traces by applying a suitable table lookup for the Turbo code. The
resulting RLC-PDU loss traces for each individual user are then applied to an IP multicast stream.

Mobile Radio Channel in Multicellular Environment:The mobile radio channel places fun-
damental limits on the performance of a wireless communication system. Unlike wired channels
which are more stationary and predictable, radio channels show extremely varying behavior. In fact,
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Fig. 11. Concept of simulation setup for MBMS IP Multicast Delivery over UMTS.

the radio transmission path between the transmitter and the receiver can vary from a simple line-
of-sight to one that is severely obstructed by buildings, mountains, foliage, etc. Also the speed of
the mobile terminal has a great impact on the received radio signal. In order to evaluate the impact
of the mobile radio in a multicellular environment, a channel model that uses standard models and
techniques has been defined and developed in 3GPP [27], partly based on real measurements. In
particular, effects such aspath loss, Doppler spreads, shadowing, antenna radiation patternand
interferenceare taken into account in this simulation setup.

This channel model allows to simulatepedestrianand vehicular mobile users within a cell,
whereby the main difference between these users is the speed at which they move within the cell,
but also their power-delay spectra. Fig. 12 shows examples of movements of users in a cell for
different speeds and different starting points. The applied movement model is based on random
walk with high directional correlation. The users do not leave the area, but bounce at the cell edges.
However, possible handover effects are simulated as the signal is not necessarily received from the
base station assigned to the hexagonal cell, but from the strongest one. The figure shows the position
of four different users for a time of10 min. Notice that the vehicular user undergoes a much larger
distance due to his speed of 30 km/h, while the pedestrian users at 3 km/h covers less distance
in the same amount of time. The right hand side shows thesignal to interference and noise ratio
(SINR) for each of the users. The SINR is varying due to large scale effects such as attenuation
and shadowing on both, useful signals and interferers, as well as due to short-term effects such as
fading and Doppler. Note also that for the vehicular user, the SINR shows faster variations than for
pedestrian.

ECM Method: The generic mobile radio simulator computes the signal to interference and
noise ratio every 2 ms which is for example the TTI in HSDPA. However, the investigated MBMS
bearers use transmission time intervals of up to 80 ms. Therefore, an appropriate conversion of the
effective SINR for every TTI is required. This is achieved using alink error prediction method
calledEquivalent SNR Method based on Convex Metric(ECM), as defined in [27]. This technique
allows to combine several SINR values into a single effective SINR which is equivalent to the
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Fig. 12. Example of PedA and VehA movement within a cell

channel decoder in case that interleaving over these multiple channel access slots is provided. The
method is based on Shannon’s channel capacity formula and is processed in the following steps:

1) Compute the channel capacityCi for every TTI (i = 1, 2..., n)
2) C̄ = α

n

∑n

i=1
Ci

3) Compute SNReff such thatC(SNReff) = C̄

whereby the factorα is a correction factorthat depends on the mobile speed, the interleaver, etc.
For low mobile speeds and the almost ideal UMTS interleavers it has been found [27] thatα = 1
is an appropriate value.

Power and Spreading Code Assignment:As already mentioned, the traces are generated for a
normalized transmit power. However, the MBMS bearer might get assigned different power resulting
in different SINR values. Appropriate transmit power adjustments results in increase or decrease
of the effective SINR. Furthermore, changing the MBMS radio bearer parameters, in particular the
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spreading factor, leads also to different SINR values. Since the individual values for the carrier, the
interference and the noise are stored in the trace files, it becomes quite easy to update the carrier
power and re-compute the effective SINR by

SINReff (C, I, N, OF, SF ) = 10 log10

C × SF

C × (1 − OF ) + I + N
,

whereby C represents the carrier power,I the interference power,N the noise power,OF the
orthogonality factor andSF the spreading factor.

Physical Layer FEC Modeling:In system level simulation, the loss probability of the Turbo
code is determined by table lookups which map the effective SINR to the loss probability. Based on
this loss probability, a random generator decides whether the included RLC/MAC block is decodable
or not. However, for codes with different code rates, this still requires a significant amount of link-
level simulations, as each possible code rate needs to be simulated. Luckily, Turbo codes as applied
in UMTS have the property that for a given SINR and a given code raterinner, the decoder is either
almost always able to decode or it almost always fails. The so-called “water fall” region of long
Turbo codes is rather narrow. The waterfall region for practical Turbo codes coincides quite well
with the computational cutoff rateR0(SINR) = 1− log

2

(

1 + e−SINR
)

in a sense that if the code rate
of the code is below the cutoff rate for this specific SINR, decoding is successful and otherwise
it fails. Note the above equation is valid for BPSK transmission as well as for each component in
case of QPSK transmission. Therefore, after for each TTI, the mobile channel simulator computes
the effective SINR. Based on this value and the applied code rate, the RLC-PDU are either assumed
error-free or are lost.

C. System Level Simulation of MBMS Download Delivery

For the simulation of MBMS Download Delivery, the MBMS Download Delivery CDP including
the Raptor code is simulated over different MBMS IP multicast bearer as shown in Figure 13. The
service quality, the transport of a file using the FLUTE protocol and Raptor is simulated. Thereby,
for each of theN users, and for different Raptor code rates, it is evaluated if the file can be recovered.
More precisely, for each of theN users, it is evaluated, how many repair symbols are necessary to
send for each of theN users to recover the file. As soon as sufficient user satisfaction is achieved,
e.g. as in our case 95% of the users have recovered the file, we assume that the distribution of the
file is stopped. For each of the different IP multicast bearer configurations, this value is evaluated
and the necessary energy, i.e. the download time of the 95% user multiplied by the power is used
as a criteria for the goodness of the configuration. An important aspect in the assessment of the
service is also the file size that may vary from for example 32 kByte up to several tens of MBytes.
A representative but still rather small value has been selected, namely a512 KByte file in our
simulations. This might correspond to a short multimedia clip, a still image or a reasonably sized
ring tone.

D. System Level Simulation of MBMS Streaming Delivery

In a similar manner as for the download delivery, also streaming delivery over MBMS is evaluated.
The concept of the simulation approach is shown in Fig. 14. The MBMS IP multicast bearer
simulation is composed in the same manner as for the MBMS Download Delivery. Different is
only the CDP simulation. For the evaluation of the MBMS Streaming User service, several 3GPP
tools available in [28] have been used. The following procedure is applied: Initially, for a certain
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Fig. 13. Simulation setup for MBMS Download Delivery.
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Fig. 14. Concept of simulation setup for MBMS streaming deliveryover UMTS.

setting of IDR frame distance and a target quality, an encoded video stream encapsulated in RTP
is generated and stored in RTP dump format. The different IDR frame distances result in different
bitrates, but the streams have the same quality. The applied encoding follows a rather strict constant
bit-rate rate control, but the bitrate still might fluctuate in ranges of several percent within each
group-of-picture (GOP). Raptor encoding is applied to the generated RTP streams to generate a
certain number of repair symbols for each source block consisting of a certain number of source
symbols. Thereby, the Raptor code raterouter is selected such that together with the setting of the
Turbo code rate,rinner, the bearer resources are optimally used. A protection period,TPP, is selected
such that RTP packets within a protection period are collected in a single source block, and the
source block sizek may be varying slightly depending on the video statistics. After applying the
IP packet loss pattern resulting from the MBMS bearer configuration, the resulting video stream is
decoded and is compared to the reconstructed stream without any errors to obtain the percentage of
Degraded Video Duration (pDVD)Ddec for this stream. The pDVDDdec is used check, if the user
is satisfied, the pDVDDdec shall not exceed5%. This experiment is repeated for allN users to
obtain the percentage of satisfied users for the specific parameters applied. In addition, the received
stream is evaluated in terms of average tune-in delay by assessing tune-in at each RLC-PDU and
measuring the resulting necessary delay to display the first correct IDR frame and to ensure the
display of all remaining frames without any jitter. The resulting average tune-in delayT tune-in is
obtained by averaging over all RLC-PDU positions and all satisfied users.
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V. SELECTED SIMULATION RESULTS

The simulation concept and details presented in Section IV allow to simulate the performance
of download and streaming delivery services in MBMS. Extensive system level simulations are
performed in order to evaluate system performance and specifically the trade-off between AL-FEC
based on Raptor codes and PHY-FEC based on Turbo codes.

Performance Evaluation of Radio Bearer Settings:To get some insight in the performance
of different radio bearer settings, we evaluate the distribution of the goodput for different system
parameters assuming users being randomly placed and randomly moving in the service area. In
Figure 15 we show cdf of the goodput for a bearer with 240 ksps, different transmit powers, and
Turbo code raterinner = 0.33 and rinner = 0.67 for an observation window of10 minutes. The
receivers do not use any receiver combining. It can be observed from the figures that the maximum
value of the goodput is determined by the Turbo code rate, as expected. Higher Turbo code rates
result in higher throughputs at the expense of higher error rates. However, the error rates are not that
severe and comparing the two diagrams and 95% of the users satisfied, then withrinner = 0.67 instead
of rinner = 0.33 the same goodput can be achieved withP = 2W instead ofP = 16W. Therefore,
if a CDP can make use of these bearer and physical properties, significant system benefits can be
expected.
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Fig. 15. CDF of goodput for a 240kpbs bearer with coder aterinner = 0.33 (left) and coder aterinner = 0.67 (right) for Vehicular A
mobility model and for Raptor decoding without combining

Figure 16 shows the corresponding results when selective combining is used. It is clear that the
goodput is significantly improved, but similar as for the case without combining, the same goodput
can be achieved by using higher Turbo code rate ofrinner = 0.67 and the power can be reduced to
P = 1W to have a 95% support which is as good as for a code raterinner = 0.33 andP = 16W.
These findings are exploited in the crosslayer design for the delivery services in the following.

A. Performance of Download Delivery

To assess the performance of download delivery, the approach as described in subsection IV-C has
been applied to a selected parameter set. The chosen bearer supports240 kbps at the physical layer.
Simulations are run forN = 500 users whereby their starting position is randomly and uniformly
distributed over the cell area. These users are simulated for vehicular and pedestrian mobility and
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Fig. 16. CDF of goodput for a 240kpbs bearer with code raterinner = 0.33 (left) and code raterinner = 0.67 (right) for Vehicular A
mobility model and for Raptor decoding with selective combining

propagation model. We also compare receiver performance with and without selective combining.
Noteworthy, many more simulations than shown in this section have been carried out, and the results
show a reasonable and also representative selection.

In the assessment of different system configurations, basically two aspects are of major interest,
user perception of the multimedia delivery as well the resources consumed on the physical layer.
The latter is most suitably expressed by the necessary energy,E, to distribute the file. We evaluate
the necessary system resources in terms of the required energy to satisfy at least 95% of the user
population for different system parameter configurations. We investigate different settings of Raptor
code rates and Turbo code rates and transmit power assignments. For intuitive interpretation of the
results, we present the RLC-PDU loss rate of the worst supported user and the necessary energy to
support this user.

Fig. 17 and 18 show the necessary energy over the resulting RLC-PDU loss rate for different
transmit power assignments for the MBMS service. Vehicular users only and pedestrian users only,
both with and without selective combining at the receiver, are assessed. The curves are generated
by applying different inner code ratesrinner and applying as much Raptor encoding as necessary to
ensure that 95% of the users are satisfied. The curves generally terminate on the left due to the
restriction on the Turbo code rate of0.33; the leftmost point corresponds to lowest RLC-PDU loss
rates and therefore to lower Turbo code rate, while the rightmost point of the curve corresponds to
higher RLC-PDU loss rate and therefore to a higher Turbo code rate.

From the simulation results it is apparent that there are some optimum system configurations
that minimize transmit energy. Generally, the optimum is at rather high RLC-PDU losses and are
not achieved when using the lowest Turbo code rate0.33. For example, in Fig. 17, if the system
allocates 4 W of transmit power for MBMS service, the optimal RLC-PDU loss rate for minimal
required delivery energy is about40%. If stronger Turbo coding is applied, the RLC-PDU loss rate
decreases. However the throughput at the RLC layer also decreases as already elaborated in the
goodput evaluation results. This leads to an increased download delivery time and consequently to
more required energy.

If a Turbo code rate of0.33 is chosen, the required energy for successful delivery is about60%
higher than in case of the optimum configuration. However, if the Turbo code rate is too high then
the resulting higher bitrates cannot be compensated by the increasing RLC-PDU loss rate, i.e. this
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leadsto increased download delivery time and consequently higher required energy. These results
suggest that using the Raptor code with a low code rate at the application layer and working at rather
high RLC-PDU loss rates is overall very beneficial for the system resources and reduces the overall
required energy for the file distribution. By the use of Raptor coding the goodput maximization can
be exploited. Another interesting observation is that transmission with lower transmission power is
advantageous. In all the presented results, transmission with0.5 W always results in the minimal
required energy. Although even lower transmit powers might provide even better performance, other
effects such as frequent loss of synchronization or very long on air times would be counterproductive.

Selective combining, if applicable, has impact on the required energy and increases the system
capacity significantly. In Fig. 17 (right) the minimum required delivery energy for0.5 W less than
half the energy required for the corresponding case without selective combining. This was also
already predicted by the goodput results. The RLC-PDU loss rates for optimal energy delivery with
selective combining is lower mainly due to lower download time, not due to the use of a different
Turbo code rate. Therefore, receivers with and without selective combining can quite well coexist
and should be operated with similar system parameters. Note, however, that the loss rates for optimal
system operation points with the use of selective combining are still in the range of 15% to 25%.

When comparing vehicular and the pedestrian mobility scenarios, we conclude that less energy
is required to deliver a file if the users are moving at higher speeds, i.e. use vehicular model. This
can be explained as higher mobility results in higher diversity gains. When a pedestrian user is in
a deep-fade, it remains in this situation for longer time than a vehicular user, which moves faster.
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Fig. 17. Simulation Results for a 240 kbps bearer, vehicular A mobility model, without combining (left) and with selective combining
(right)

B. Time-Constrained Download Delivery

In this section we consider the scenario where the broadcast of the file takes place over a limited
amount of time. A similar setup as considered for the previous simulations is assumed. Figure 19
shows simulation results for time-constrained broadcast of a512 KB file over a 240 kbps bearer,
whereby the users follow a Vehicular A mobility model. Specifically, the figure shows the required
transmission energy to deliver a512 KB file as a function of the media bitrate for the same channel
and mobility models for a conservative setting of the Turbo code raterinner = 0.33 and an optimized
setting. To deliver a file with a certain bitrate, for the case of higher Turbo code rate, significantly
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Fig. 18. Simulation Results for a 240 kbps bearer, pedestrian A mobility model, without combining (left) and with selective combining
(right)

less energy is necessary. Note also that the conservative setting limits the bitrate of the file to 64
kbit/s, whereas the optimized setting can easily provide at least twice the bitrate.
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C. Streaming Delivery and Mobile TV Services

For streaming delivery, similar simulations as for the file delivery case have been performed.
Tradeoffs in resource allocation have been evaluated to obtain suitable system configurations. Still,
the variability of the system only allows to study selected use cases and only selected but also
representative performance results are reported. In the following we briefly describe the parameters
applied for the following results. For the results the bearer parameters for bearer 2 in Table I
was used. The applied video sequence is the sequenceparty from the [28] in QCIF resolution
and 12 fps. The 30 seconds sequence was looped 15 times such that basically the transmission
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of a 9 minutes video stream was simulated. The sequence was encoded with IDR frame distances
TIDR = {2} seconds2 and to achieve a target quality of average PSNR of at least 32dB. The
resulting bitrate is approximately 100 kbit/s. The applied protection periods for the Raptor code
wereTPP = {4, 8, 16} seconds. The Raptor code rate was selected to optimally fill the IP bearer for
a chosen Turbo code rate ofrinner = {0.24, 0.245, 0.26, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9} which results in Raptor code
rates of ofrouter = {1.0, 0.99, 0.91, 0.79, 0.47, 0.33, 0.26}. Transmit powers ofPTx = {2, 4, 8, 16}W
were applied, but in contrast to the download delivery case, it turned out that only full power of
16W provides satisfactory results. In total, each experiment was carried out forN = 500 users
which all are assumed to move at speed 30km/h in the serving area using the a vehicular model or
with speed 3km/h using the pedestrian channel model. For the video quality evaluation, a pDVD
of Ddec,max = 5% was considered as satisfying quality. In any case we do not use any combining
technology in the physical layer.

In a first experiment, the benefits of Raptor codes to the system is investigated along with the
influence of the protection period. Figure 20 shows the percentage of satisfied users versus the Raptor
code rate for constant system resources, IDR frame distance 2 seconds, and different protection
periods compared to no AL-FEC. The results are for vehicular users. Along with the different
configurations for the protection periods, also the average tune-in delays are reported.

Without AL-FEC and using only PHY-FEC, the performance of the system is pretty low, only
60% of the users can be supported even despite a quite low Turbo code rate is applied. With the
use of Raptor codes, significantly more users can be supported. For a fixed protection period of
for example 4 seconds, and using the right combination of Turbo coding and Raptor coding, the
number of number of non-satisfied users decreases tremendously. A reasonably good operation point
is when the Turbo code and the Raptor code use about the same code rate of0.5. If the Turbo
code rate is set higher then the Raptor code rate must be set lower and the performance decreases
again. It is also clear from the results, that with longer protection periods, more and more users
can be supported. With 16 seconds protection period and code rate0.5 for each code, almost all
users observe satisfying quality. However, the introduction of the Raptor code as any application
layer error recovery mechanism increases the tune-in delay as can see from the values. This tradeoff

2larger valuesTIDR = {4, 8, 16} seconds have been checked, but the bitrates gains were only in the range of 5%, such that
sacrificed tune-in delay is not justified and the 2 seconds value was used.
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needs to be taken into account in the system design.
In a second set of experiments, also pedestrian users have been included. In addition, a second

mode has been introduced, which takes care that the start of an AL-FEC source block is always
aligned with an IDR frame. The results for these additional experiments are shown in Figure 21. It
is observed that the alignment is beneficial in performance as the size of the source block size is
less variable. However, the tune-in delay reductions are not that significant as the chosen IDR frame
frequency of 2 seconds does not provide significant misalignment. Furthermore, it can be seen that
the support of pedestrian users is more difficult, as the channel variations are slower and therefore
less time diversity in the same time frame can be exploited. Still, the same beneficial tendencies of
using Raptor codes for faster moving users still applies to slower moving users.

VI. D ISCUSSIONS ANDOPTIMIZATIONS

The usage of long time-diversity and AL-FEC is very beneficial and basically essential as seen
from the MBMS performance results. However, the time diversity can only be fully exploited if
longer protection periods are applied. If conventional sending arrangements and stringent playout
strategies are applied as done for the above simulations, then the protection period also influences
the channel switching times. This is of special relevance for the case of linear broadcast video
delivery in mobile TV environments. Therefore, work and improvements on improved zapping
times is necessary. Several methods have been proposed and discussed for this purpose, for example
combinations of unicast and multicast delivery, provision low resolution fast switching channels,
or smart combinations of AL-FEC and media playout, see e.g. [29]. In conjunction with AL-FEC,
several aspects of improving switching times and efficiency have been proposed, e.g. in [30]. We
highlight one variant in the following. The basic idea is shown in Figure 22: A continuous data
stream (yellow) is partitioned into source blocks of certain size such that an AL-FEC encoding
strategy can be applied. The source symbols and the generated repair symbols from a single source
block are distributed over multiple transmission slots as for example typical in DVB-H because of
time-slicing. Two different sending arrangements are discussed: Sending arrangement 1 distributes
the source symbols and the repair symbols sequentially over the transmission slots. This scheme
is applied for the results in the previous section. Sending arrangement 2 distributes the source
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Fig. 22. Zapping-optimized sending arrangement.

symbols and the repair symbols in such a way that each burst contains a mixture of source and
repair symbols. Both arrangements have advantages and drawbacks. For sending arrangement 1, in
good channel conditions one might be able to ignore bursts containing only repair symbols, thus
leading to power savings, see [30]. However, sending arrangement 1 can also result in increased
tune in delays. For example, if the user happens to tune in to a burst of repair symbols, if there
are not enough repair symbols to decode then since the corresponding source symbols were sent in
earlier bursts these repair symbols are discarded and the display of the video can only commence
after reception of subsequent bursts for subsequent source blocks.

Sending arrangement 2 sends source symbols interleaved with repair symbols, such that fast
tuning is supported, because immediate access to source symbols is possible. For example, as soon
as a burst is received without loss containing source symbols and the source symbols correspond
to a random access point to the media stream, the data can be immediately decoded and displayed.
By these means, the channel switching times can be reduced. However, fast switching relies on no
loss in the initial received bursts. This can cause problems as once being tuned to a service and
staying with the program, the AL-FEC is quite likely required at some later point of time when
there is packet loss. In a simple receiver implementation, the video decoder would then just apply
rebuffering, once the AL-FEC is required. However, the video and audio decoders can easily and
without perceptual degradation slow down the media playout. This concept is known as adaptive
media playout (AMP), see for example [31]. Therefore, it is reasonable that after switching, the
media decoder slows down the playout, by for example 25%, such that buffer for AL-FEC decoding
can be built up for some time. With a slow down of 25% and for a AL-FEC delay of 10 seconds,
the AL-FEC can be fully exploited within 40 seconds. If the AL-FEC needs to be used faster, more
aggressive strategies might be used which might lead to some small initial degradation, but losses
can be compensated.

These sending strategies may also be applied for MBMS as the sending order for MBMS is not
prescribed.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have introduced and investigated MBMS download and streaming delivery
services in UMTS systems considering a comprehensive analysis by applying a detailed and complex
channel model and simulation setup. A significant part of MBMS is AL-FEC based on Raptor
codes, which have been standardized for MBMS for the broadcast delivery of multimedia content
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and integrated in CDPs. A thorough review of the Raptor codes and some implementation guidelines
are provided. Their benefits are manifold, but the use of Raptor codes for applications in mobile
broadcast environments is a perfect match, mainly due to their excellent performance being close to
ideal fountain codes, their low computational complexity and their flexibility. Despite the detailed
analysis of Raptor codes in the MBMS standardization efforts, no full system level evaluation of
AL-FEC, and especially Raptor codes has been previously done from a comprehensive and realistic
system-wide perspective. Therefore, we have provided an accurate and comprehensive simulation
model which takes into account the effects of different layers in the protocol stack and also evaluates
the services for the two most important metrics, user experience and radio resource consumption.

Of specific interest in the evaluation is the tradeoff of code rates and resources being used in
the physical layer compared to the case where the resources are spent on the application layer.
The results clearly indicate that a tradeoff and thorough balancing of the overhead is necessary. In
contrast to some beliefs and conjectures that all problems can be solved on the physical layer, our
results clearly show that only a well designed system that considers combinations of settings of the
parameters at the different protocol layers can optimize system resources and user perception. In
particular it was shown that for file delivery a well-designed system should use less physical layer
Turbo code protection and much more application layer Raptor code protection than considered in
the MBMS standardization process. Raptor codes can spread protection over long intervals of time
whereas Turbo codes only provide protection over very short intervals of time. Because channel
conditions have less variance when measured over longer periods of time than shorter periods of
time, the Raptor codes are more efficient at recovering losses averaged over long intervals of time
than the Turbo codes are at preventing losses over short intervals of time. Thus, it turns out to be
beneficial to use less Turbo code protection and accept the consequent higher RLC-PDU loss rates
that can be more efficiently protected using Raptor codes. This shows that packet loss is not per
se a bad thing and, counter-intuitively, high rates of packet loss can be a fundamental property of
a well-designed system. The principle findings have been verified for different system parameter
settings such as different power assignments, different bit rates, different mobility models, as well
as advanced receiver techniques such as selective combining.

Similar results and findings have been provided for streaming delivery. However, in this case, the
protection period must be lower to support the real-time delivery of the service with small channel
change times. The system design in this case needs to consider not only the FEC on different layers,
but also the video coding parameters. The tradeoffs of different settings have been shown, and the
reported gains when using AL-FEC make the solution very attractive despite a possible increase in
channel switching times. However, with smart sending arrangements and media playout schemes,
these drawbacks can be to a large extent compensated.

Although details are bound to be different, we hypothesize that the system-level benefits of using
AL-FEC (and in particular Raptor codes) and the system-wide trade-offs between AL-FEC and PHY-
FEC shown for MBMS will also translate to other broadcast and multicast channels and services. As
an example, the benefits of using Raptor codes for file delivery within the DVB-H IPDC standard
have been demonstrated and the standardized Raptor codes have also been adopted by that standard.
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